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abstract: polish–syrian excavations in hawarte provided a large number of glass fragments coming 
from the mithraeum under the main basilica. The vessels represented include first and foremost 
tableware, but there is also a sizable group of unguentaria and oil lamps. The vessels were used 
alongside their ceramic counterparts in mithraic banquets. They are dated from the 1st to the early 
5th century ad, but some later lamps from the church were also found.
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only a few glass fragments were found 
during the earlier seasons of the polish–
syrian excavations in hawarte, this 
including a nearly complete beaker from 
a 1st century bothros and fragmentary glass 

lamps from the last years of the mithraeum. 
The research in the 2008 and 2009 seasons 
brought many more fragments, mainly 
of set services composed of carafs and 
drinking vessels.  

consumption of wine and meat during 
banquets is directly confirmed by 
accounts scratched on the wall of the 
dura mithraeum, where the two items are 
top of the expense list (rostovtzeff 1939: 
124–126). moreover, the serving of meat 
is clearly indicated by animal bone remains 
found in large quantities in hawarte, but 
also in some other mithraea in other parts 
of the roman world. 

drinking vessels are especially well 
represented among the glass tableware. 
two types of beakers were found: the 
bell-shaped carchesium-type with flaring 
rim and carination just above the applied 

foot and the cylindrical type with two 
swellings, one near the concave open-fold 
base, the other beneath the flaring rim. 
Both types are dated in the 1st and early 
2nd century. The color is a natural light 
green, as frequent in this period.

documenting these extremely thin 
and fragile fragments and spotting 
correctly the engraved lines on weathered 
surfaces was not an easy task. Thanks to 
the documentalists’ meticulous recording 
of the different combinations of lines on 
decorated rim and body fragments, they  
could be sorted easily and counted. every 
beaker had a unique pattern made in one 
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go with an abrasion wheel: in most cases 
there are four or five bands counting up 
to ten lines in each, the first and last lines 
in each band being usually deeper than 
others. The collected fragments could be 
counted as belonging to more than fifty 
beakers.

The distinctive carchesium beakers 
(isings 1957: form 36b) have thin-walled 
bodies with delicate horizontal bands 
of wheel-abraded lines. There was one 
specimen of nearly complete shape [Figs 1, 
2, top left]. They are especially numerous in 
the northwestern part of the cave (context 
17/08), which was filled and access to it cut 
off at an early date, and in the southwestern 
part of the cave (context 17/09), which 
remained open until the end [Fig. 2, center 
and bottom rows]. one fragmentary 
beaker of this type was found in 2003 in a 
bothros in the main room of the mithraeum 
[Fig. 2, top right]. The accompanying 
assemblage contained glass unguentaria 
and pottery which can be ascribed to the 
second half of the 1st century or the early 
years of the 2nd century at the latest. 

Carchesia come from different parts 
of the roman world. The name itself is 
ancient (καρχήσιον), but its modern 
use arbitrary and conventional (hilgers 
1969: 48, 140–141). many examples, 
with cut-out or applied bases, come from 
the Vesuvius cities (isings 1957: 50–52), 
a specimen well-dated before ad 72 was 
found in machaerus (loffreda 1980: 
no. 71, pl. 97) and more in early roman 
tombs in pella in Jordan (mcnicoll 
et alii 1982: pls 132:2 and 133:8; 1992: 
pls 87:16 and 91a) and in samothrace 
(dusenbery 1998: no. s218c-4). The 
abraded decoration is especially common 
in southern spain in the same period, but 
appears in other provinces as well (price 

1987: 33, fig. 1). many such beakers can be 
seen in museum collections, e.g. five nearly 
identical goblets from syria, dated ad 50–
150, in the ashmolean museum in oxford 
(an 1956 1018–1022, gift of sir leonard 
Woolley, on display), in the oppenländer 
collection, hamburg (saldern et alii 
1974: 204, no. 573a), Wheaton college 
in norton, mass. (dusenbery 1971: 21, 
fig. 30), cohn collection in los angeles 
(saldern 1980: no. 117), corning museum 
of glass (Whitehouse 1997: no. 387), 
yale University (matheson 1980: nos 112, 
113), hermitage, st. petersburg (Kunina 
1997: no. 298), national museums, 
scotland (lightfoot 2007: no. 162), and 
museum of fine arts in montreal (caron, 
Zoïtopoúlou 2008: no. 84). The early date 
is mostly accepted, although some beakers 
are attributed to the 3rd–4th century, all 
of them on a high foot (dusenbery 1971: 
22, fig. 32; auth 1976: no. 497, oliver 
1980: no. 172, Whitehouse 1997: no. 98; 
arts 2000: 116, no. 69). however, another 

Fig. 1.  Carchesium-type beaker on an applied foot  
  (Photo K. Gawlikowska)
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Fig. 2.  Carchesia: top left, beaker on applied foot, same as in Fig. 1; top right, beaker from a bothros in 
the main cave; center and bottom rows, four beakers restored from fragments (All drawings in 
this article M. Momot, A. Południkiewicz, M. Puszkarski, A. Zając)
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Fig. 3. Cylindrical beakers, restored

Fig. 4. Reconstructed decanters
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Fig. 5. Bowls and dishes

high-foot beaker comes from pompeii 
(Beretta, di pasquale [eds] 2004: fig. 2.47, 
page 241) and all examples from hawarte 
were found in dated early contexts.

cylindrical beakers with two swellings 
are known mainly from museum 
collections: Zürich (Billeter [ed.] 1969: 
33 right), toronto (hayes 1975: no. 139), 
cohn collection (saldern 1980: no. 116), 
corning (Whitehouse 1997: nos 164–

165). examples with one swelling at the 
bottom, intermediary to the carchesium 
form, are known from toulouse (nenna 
2003: no. 254), Beiteddine palace 
(atallah, gawlikowska 2007: nos 102–
104) and montreal (caron, Zoïtopoúlou 
2008: no. 85). our excavated specimens 
from hawarte, which have two swellings, 
must be dated in the same period as the 
carchesia. They have a rim diameter from 
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mithraeUm lamps

7.5 to 8.5 cm, but none is complete 
[Fig. 3]. The height of the museum pieces 
is usually around 10 cm.

fragments of at least eleven glass 
decanters were found, all with flaring necks, 
beveled rims, globular or pear-shaped 
bodies on coiled, plain or hollow bases 
[Fig. 4]. They were used with the beakers as 
set services and probably ordered together. 
The decoration, as on beakers, consists of 
fine wheel-abraded bands, usually on the 
neck and shoulder. The use of tableware 
sets is confirmed by finds from houses in 
herculaneum and in some 1st century 
tombs (stern 1999: 471 and note 175), 
as well as in a shop in cosa of the same 
date, destroyed by a quake (grose 1974: 
50), and another, later, in petra (Keller 

2006: 183). few body fragments have been 
preserved, but the horizontal bands can 
be conjectured as continuing downwards, 
as on complete flasks from cyprus in 
the national museums scotland, which 
are considered “ideal as carafes for wine” 
and dated in the 2nd to 3rd centuries 
(lightfoot 2007: nos 187–189), and 
on 1st century flasks from spain (price 
1987: fig. 7).

in the same context many fragments 
of plain, shallow light green bowls and 
dishes were found. They measure from 
19 cm to 26 cm in diameter [Fig. 5]. 
some are very thin bowls, not deeper than 
4 cm, with simple rounded rims. some 
dishes have thickened incurved rims and 
outsplayed sides. 

artificial lighting was needed in mithraea, 
which did not have any daylight. many 
fragments of glass lamps with handles were 
found in the mithraeum under the church 
of santa prisca in rome (isings 1965: 
nos 1–71, dated to the end of 4th century). 
a purchase of wicks for lamps appears 
in the already quoted dura mithraeum 
accounts (rostovtzeff 1939: 125: ἐλλύ 
χνιν). in the last years of the hawarte cave, 
i.e., in the late 4th or early 5th century, glass 
lights appeared beside the usual pottery 
lamps. only one form of glass lamp has 
been attested and two subtypes have been 
distinguished. Though both are provided 
with handles, they were apparently used 
free-standing. 

type 1 is shaped as a wide and deep 
bowl of average height (8.5 cm), on a flat 
or concave base, with or without a wick 
tube inside [Fig. 6, top right]. The bowl is 

cylindrical, then flaring from mid-height. 
Three equidistant handles are attached 
on the circumference of the rim. The rim, 
more than 10 cm in diameter, is thickened 
and incurved, underlined by a horizontal 
rib or ridge on the exterior wall about 
1.5 cm below the rim. such ribs occur on 
late 4th century shallow bowls from Jalame 
(Weinberg, goldstein 1988: figs 4–6, 
nos 49–65, for the production technique, 
page 45) and from central Jordan ( Jones 
2006: no. 27). 

sixteen specimens of this type were 
found, one nearly complete [Fig. 6, bottom] 
and seven reconstructed theoretically. 
eight more fragments represented only the 
upper part with handles and a horizontal 
rib. light green was the dominant color; 
some lamps were olive-green with a brown 
coating and one was dark-green, slightly 
iridescent. 
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Fig. 6.  Lamp on flat base with a glass wick 
holder: top, reconstruction; bottom, 
nearly complete lamp with pushed-in base 
(Reconstruction drawing M. Wagner, 
photo M. Gawlikowski)

Fig. 7.  Lamp on foot, reconstruction 
  (Drawing M. Wagner)

a similar olive-green lamp from syria 
is on display in the ashmolean museum in 
oxford (an 1952.384), provided with the 
same kind of handles hanging from the rim, 
but without the inside tube. such rim and 
handles can be seen also among the finds 
from gortyn (sternini 1997: pl. XlVii 
12–13). another close parallel with a wick 

holder but different rim (early 5th century) 
can be quoted from the athenian agora 
(Weinberg, stern 2009: il. 1, page 15) 
and also from corinth (Williams, Zervos 
1982: pl. 40, nos 33–35) and from petra 
(lindblom 2005: pl. 97, fig. 2a; Keller 
2006: pl. 19b, type Vii.49, early 5th 
century; Keller, lindblom 2008: 337–
338). a similar hanging lamp with wick 
holder, but different rim, dated from the 
5th to 7th century, can be seen in the 
corning museum of glass (Whitehouse 
1997: no. 339, with comments and other 
later parallels).  

type 2 is shaped as a goblet on 
an applied foot with a wick tube inside 
[Fig. 7]. The flaring rim is hollow and 
outfolded, with three handles. The base 
ring is applied with some jack marks. 
no close parallel for this kind of lamp has 
been found, but there are some examples of 
footed goblets with handles.

handled goblets on foot but without 
the inside tube appear in Jerash (Baur 
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1938: type f, no. 17, fig. 20), dated to 
the 4th–5th century or later, according 
to g.m. crowfoot and d.B. harden 
(1931: group 4, pl. XXX,50). among 
other parallels a footed lamp with three 
handles can be cited from the ancient 
glass collection in lochem (arts 2000: 
no. 70), ascribed to the late 4th century, 
also lamps from colchis near Thessaloniki, 
dated in the 5th century (antonaras 2008: 
pls 3,2 ii, 4,2 ii), and a restored 6th-century 
handled goblet from novae (olczak 1995: 
fig. 4). from the Beirut excavations come 
many, mostly 7th century fragments, 
which allowed two complete forms to be 
reconstructed (foy 2000: figs 9:1, 10:1). 
only one example of a footed goblet with 
three handles has a wick tube; it comes 
from cologne and is dated to the 4th–5th 
century (la Baume 1973: d105, pl. 41,4), 
while a specimen preserving only a wick 
holder and foot from the athenian agora 
is assigned to the 6th century (Weinberg, 
stern 2009: fig. 21, nos 380, 381). 

lamps of the second type are less 
numerous. fragments of eight examples 
have been recorded, including two restored 
complete forms. There are six outfolded 
rims with handles and parts of walls, and 
one foot base. The color is mostly light 
green, but two are olive-green and one is 
dark green. The height is above 9 cm and 
the rim diameter about 10 cm.

Both types are characterized by the same 
form of handles. They were first attached to 
the rim, hanging down, then brought back 
up to the rim, leaving a folded trail on top.  

The tubular wick holder, whenever 
present, is attached in the middle of the 
bottom inside. The body is sometimes 
conical near the base, but always cylindrical 
at the neck and the folded rim. The height 
is between 3 and 4.2 cm. 

metal holders were used for lamps 
without glass wick holders. several copper 
specimens of the two-arm variety, nearly 
identical with later Byzantine examples, 
were found in the hawarte mithraeum 
[Fig. 8]. 

Fig. 8.  Metal wick holders from the mithraeum 
  (Photo K. Gawlikowska)

lamps from the chUrch
contexts associated with either of the two 
churches built on top of the mithraeum 
included a filling cone in the western part 
of the grotto (context 24/09). it contained 
also some Byzantine fragments of the 5th–

6th century, which had slipped from the 
church above. 

two glass lamp categories were 
encountered in these layers: single 
suspension lamps and lamps intended 
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Fig. 9.  Iron hook and copper or lead wick holders  
  from Byzantine-date fill Fig. 10. Three different bronze hangers 

for polycandela. The single suspension 
lamps had a bowl-shaped body with three 
handles applied to the wall and rim. many 
fragments of rims with handles were found; 
in some cases, the handles were attached 
at mid-height of the walls. two handles 
feature a plain tail adhering to the globular 
body (see Bagatti, milik 1958: fig. 35:12; 
mcclellan 2003: no. 302; Jennings et alii 
2006: fig. 6.24.1). There is also a handle 
with a small loop and a long flat strip tail, 
which could go all the way to the base (like 
in hayes 1992: fig. 150, no. 27, fig. 151, 
no. 39; antonaras 2008: pl. 3,3 ii) and 
fragments of cracked-off rims well-known 
all over the near east. 

The bowl-shaped hanging lamps with 
handles may have hollow stems (Uboldi 
1995: fig. 5, no. 30) and still be suspended 
individually as in a reconstructed drawing 
(olczak 1995: fig. cc) on a horizontal 
iron hook.

lamps of the second type have long 
stems intended to be inserted into the 
round openings of polycandela. only 

hollow stems were found, to be associated 
with thickened rounded rim fragments 
of bowls. many folded goblet feet, 
ubiquitous in Byzantine levels throughout 
the near east, were also recovered. These 
are usually interpreted as fragments of 
goblet-shaped lamps.

Bronze hangers with three wire rods 
of round section, called polyangistra, 
were used for single lamps (antonaras 
2008: 24). many examples of such 
hangers are known (e.g. Waldbaum 1983: 
no. 601; gill 1986: type a, nos 169–
189; Whitehouse 1997: no. 478a, with 
references). another bronze hanger was 
found by nadim al Khoury in Bishop 
alexander’s baptistery [Fig. 10, left]. 
hanging from a long suspension hook 
were three rhomboid flat elements with 
attachment holes (one of them has been 
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broken and repaired) and figure-of-eight 
twisted links ending with three flat hooks. 
This kind of hangers could have been used, 
depending on size, for a simple lamp (like 
stern 2001: no. 183; Waldbaum 1983: 
nos. 591–592, pl. 38, and mcnicoll 1992: 
fig. 32 left) or as here, for a polycandelon, 
such as the one on display in the Benaki 
museum in athens[Fig. 11]

more common among the metal items 
related to glass lamps are copper or lead 
wick holders used to keep wicks in place 
in lamps without glass tubular holders. 
such wick holders consist of a single thin 
strip of metal, one end bent to hang over 
the rim and the other end twisted to hold 
the wick. examples are known from Jerash 
(Baur 1938: 517), nessana (colt 1962: 
pl. 22, no. 27) and mount nebo (saller 
1941: fig. 18:3, pl. 135,1:8–9). a second 
type has two strips joining at a short tube 
through which the wick was passed. They 
are known from south turkey (stern 1984: 
fig. 11), namely from alahan (gough 
1985: fig. 12,10), antioch (Kondoleon 
2000: fig. 5 bottom), anemurium (russell 
1982: 137 and note 14, page 149). many 
examples come also from a Byzantine 
house in salamis (chavane 1975: no. 114, 
pl. 13). Both types were found in hawarte 
[Fig. 9]. 

Fig. 11.  Polycandelon in the gift shop of the 
Benaki Museum in Athens (modern 
copy) (Photo M. Gawlikowski)

Krystyna gawlikowska
c/o polish centre of mediterranean archaeology, University of Warsaw
00-497 Warsaw, poland 
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